
“...our wilderness is slipping away...
All of a sudden, it’s past time to protect 
it. It’s not too late, but it’s past time.” 

— Rick Bass
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here is a stream in the Appalachian Mountains of south-
eastern Kentucky called Bad Branch. Its waters cascade 

down the south face of Pine Mountain until they reach a 
sandstone cliff where they tumble 60 feet to a pool below. The 
waters then carve a gorge surrounded by hemlock stands, pitch 
pine, rare flowers and dense thickets of rhododendron. 
 I first visited Bad Branch three years ago. As I hiked the 
trail along the stream, an enchanting rhythm of cold, clear wa-
ter tumbling over perfectly rounded cobble, spilling into lumi-
nous pools and emptying to turbulent riffles was the music of 
the forest. I crouched on one knee streamside, looked down at 
a shallow pool and was astonished when a brook trout wriggled 
from underneath a rocky outcropping. 
 I am a fly fisher and everything about Bad Branch spoke of 
fishing in the Appalachian Mountains. I had never seen a more 
pristine trout stream. I had fished the Appalachian Mountains of 
eastern Tennessee and western North Carolina and although I 
had lived in Kentucky nearly all my life, I had never fished the 
mountains of eastern Kentucky. 

By Tim Guilfoile

 In Search of Another 
          Good Bad Branch 
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 Bad Branch is a part of a nature preserve so there is no 
fishing permitted and I fully support that regulation. However, 
seeing Bad Branch stimulated the senses and I set out to ex-
plore the mountains and find other streams that did not reside 
within a nature preserve. The Appalachian Mountains cover the 
entire eastern part of Kentucky, about 24,000 square miles, so I 
figured I had a pretty good shot at finding another Bad Branch.
 In May of 2008 I began my search. 
 I acquired the most current computerized topographical maps 
available from the Kentucky and U.S Geological surveys. I selected 
an area that appeared to have a sufficient concentration of streams 
and that could reasonably be explored in a two-day timeframe. I 
entered the coordinates of the streams into a GPS, printed off some 
maps, packed my gear and headed to the mountains.

 I arrived at my first destination about midday. I studied 
the map and the GPS, but the mountain was gone and so was 
the stream. I continued my exploration for the next two days. At 
some destinations the streams had been buried, while at other 
locations, the streams ran red or were filled with sediment, and 
absolutely none showed evidence of aquatic life. This was a 
Kentucky I had never witnessed firsthand.

 I am trained to do water quality monitoring, so on subse-
quent trips to eastern Kentucky I collected water samples from 
every stream that was still there. The results were frightening. 
Nearly all the water was polluted with some form of heavy met-
al, including mercury, selenium, arsenic, iron and many others. 
In the three years that I have been exploring the Appalachian 
Mountains of eastern Kentucky, I have not found a single stream 
outside of a park or nature preserve that has not been either 
buried or severely contaminated. 
 Mountaintop removal mining is to blame.
 Mountaintop removal mining is a form of surface mining that 
involves the mining of the summit or summit ridge of a moun-
tain. In preparation for the mining, forests are clear-cut, which 
means scraping away topsoil, lumber, understory herbs—such 
as ginseng and goldenseal—and all other forms of life. Next, 
explosives up to 100 times as strong as those that tore open 
the Oklahoma City Federal building blast up to 800 feet off the 
mountaintops. A dragline then digs into the rock to expose the 
coal. These machines can weigh up to 8 million pounds, with a 
base as big as a gymnasium and as tall as a 20-story building. 
Giant machines then scoop out the layers of coal, dumping mil-
lions of tons of “overburden” – the former mountaintops – into 
the narrow adjacent valleys, thereby creating valley fills. These 
valley fills bury everything, including the streams that used to 
flow through the valleys. 
 Exposing coal seams releases contaminants, and when it 
rains the runoff pollutes the waters below. Washing the coal is 
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also part of the processing and often results in thousands of gal-
lons of contaminated water that looks like black sludge and con-
tains toxic chemicals and heavy metals. The sediment and slurry 
ponds that are built to contain that contaminated runoff frequently 
leak and therefore do little to control contamination downstream.
 The enormity of the destruction is unfathomable. More than 
2,000 miles of streams, 500 mountains and 1.2 million acres have 
been destroyed by mountaintop removal mining in Kentucky, West 
Virginia, Virginia and Tennessee. Moreover, reclamation, which 
has been attempted infrequently, has not been successful.
 So why does it all matter?
 The Appalachian Mountains are the most biologically di-
verse region in the United States. Biodiversity makes up the 
structure of the ecosystems and habitats that support life itself, 
including wildlife, fisheries and forests. It helps provide for ba-
sic human needs such as food, shelter and medicine. It is es-
sential for maintaining oxygen in the air, enriching the soil, pu-
rifying water, protecting against flood and storm damage and 
regulating climate.
 The Appalachian Mountains also cover an uninterrupted 
migration corridor of nearly 2,000 miles. Wildlife corridors help 
ensure genetic diversity, facilitate the re-establishment of pop-
ulations that have been reduced or eliminated due to random 
events, such as fires or disease, and ensure migratory path-
ways for species requiring seasonal relocation.
 Kentucky’s Appalachian Mountains are home to the head-
waters of three major river networks that empty into the Ohio 

River, which is the largest tributary of the Mississippi River. The 
destruction and contamination of the headwaters and minor 
tributaries have dire consequences for water quality, habitat 
and biological integrity for hundreds of miles downstream.
 And then there are the people. 
 In my travels, I have met hundreds of people whose health 
has been compromised, whose homes have been damaged or 
destroyed, whose water has been contaminated and who no 
longer have a place to hunt or fish. In order to take care of our 
fellow citizens and our mountains, mountaintop removal mining 
has got to stop—and it must end now, if we and future genera-
tions are to be safe and healthy. 
 I have been exploring and testing water in the Appalachian 
Mountains of eastern Kentucky for three years now, and I still 
haven’t found a mountain stream to fish. I wander back to Bad 
Branch now and again to remind myself of what fishing used 
to be like in eastern Kentucky and to dream of a day, well after 
I am gone, when a fly fisher might once again wet a line in an 
Appalachian Mountain stream.

Tim Guilfoile is the Deputy Director of the Sierra Club’s Water 
Sentinels Program, which promotes volunteer water quality 
monitoring throughout the United States. He is a life member 
of Trout Unlimited and the Federation of Fly Fishers and always 
has a fly rod within reach.
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